Course progression map for 2018 commencing students
This progression map provides advice on the suitable sequencing of units and guidance on how to plan unit enrolment for each semester of study. It
does not substitute for the list of required units as described in the course 'Requirements' section of the Handbook.

A2007 Bachelor of Communication
Specialisation – Global studies in communication and media
The placement of units may be rearranged to provide flexibility in choice of elective units and to support
sequencing for double degree courses but care should be taken to ensure sequenced units are maintained
in sequence.

Year 1
Sem 1

AMU1277
Media studies

AMU1325
Introduction to world politics
and history

Elective

Elective

Year 1
Sem 2

AMU1278
Communications
technologies and practices

AMU1326
Transformation from above:
Globalisation and the state

Elective

Elective

Year 2
Sem 1

AMU2453
Research methods in
communication and media
the social sciences

AMU2625
Borders, people and identity:
Migration in the 21st century

AMU2814
Transforming community:
Project design and public
relations for social
campaigns

Year 2
Sem 2

AMU2450
Contemporary media theory

Elective

Elective

Year 2
Summer
Semester

AMU3744
Workplace learning
internship
(Year 2, Summer semester)

A
B
C
D

Year 3
Sem 1

AMU3806
Business reporting

Year 3
Sem 2

AMU3650
A world in crisis: multilevel
responses to global
emergencies

AMU2787 Multimedia
journalism

AMU2439
Youth and mobile media

AMU3570
International relations
AMU3449
Reading social media:
sociotechnological literacies

AMU3451
Freedom and control in the
media

Elective

Elective

Core communication and media
Global studies
Capstone units

* The map shows nine spaces for electives but you need complete only 8, reducing the
number of units for one semester. This is because you complete 6 points in summer.

Free elective study*
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Course progression map for 2018 commencing students
This progression map provides advice on the suitable sequencing of units and guidance on how to plan unit enrolment for each semester of study. It
does not substitute for the list of required units as described in the course 'Requirements' section of the Handbook.

A2007 Bachelor of Communication
Specialisation – Communication, media and screen studies
The placement of units may be rearranged to provide flexibility in choice of elective units and to support
sequencing for double degree courses but care should be taken to ensure sequenced units are maintained
in sequence.

AMU1305
Film studies: forms and
approaches

Year 1
Sem 1

AMU1277
Media studies

Year 1
Sem 2

AMU1278
Communications
technologies and practices

Year 2
Sem 1

AMU2453
Research methods in the
social sciences

AMU2787 Multimedia
journalism

Year 2
Sem 2

AMU2450
Contemporary media theory

Year 2
Summer
Semester

AMU3744
Workplace learning
internship
(Year 2, Summer semester)

A
B
C
D

Year 3
Sem 1

AMU3806
Business reporting

Year 3
Sem 2

AMU3650
A world in crisis: multilevel
responses to global
emergencies

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

AMU2439
Youth and mobile media

AMU2448 Film genres

Elective

AMU3451
Freedom and control in the
media

AMU3857
Writing techniques

Elective

AMU3449
Reading social media:
sociotechnological literacies

AMU3127
Stardom: celebrity, society
and power

AMU1304
Television studies: forms and
approaches

Core communication and media
Screen studies
Capstone units

* The map shows nine spaces for electives but you need complete only 8, reducing the
number of units for one semester. This is because you complete 6 points in summer.

Free elective study*
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